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1. Introduction

Learning in a noisy setting is a very hard task within
the field of Grammatical Inference, even if the problem
has been addressed for a long time now (de la Higuera,
2005). In this work, we will try to deal with this prob-
lem, by learning balls from correction queries.

A reasonable way to model noisy data is through
the edit distance. But for this distance, language
classes from the standard Chomsky hierarchy prove
to be quite inadequate. Taking into account these two
points, we will try to learn topological balls in the con-
text of query learning.

D. Angluin introduced in (Angluin, 1987) the query
learning model, which allows the learner to make
queries to a teacher about the target language. Al-
though membership queries (MQs) and equivalence
queries (EQs) have established themselves as the stan-
dard combination to be used, there are real grounds to
believe that EQs are too powerful to exist or even be
simulated. Based on the growing evidence that correc-
tions are available to children, we propose to work with
another kind of query called correction query (CQ).
This idea was introduced for the first time in (Becerra-
Bonache & Yokomori, 2004).

We consider that CQs can play an important role in
a noisy context. Thanks to a CQ, data that do not
belong to the target concept are corrected.

Therefore, in this paper we will explore the relevance
of CQs within the Grammatical Inference framework.
Since EQs are computationally costly and without cor-
respondence in a real life setting, we will base our
study on learning from only CQs or MQs. In that
way, we will try to answer the following question: “are
CQs more powerful than MQs?”

2. Preliminaries

The edit distance between two strings is given by the
minimum number of operations needed to transform
one string into the other, where an operation is an in-
sertion, deletion, or substitution of a single character.

In this work we consider a teacher able of answering
correction queries. For an arbitrary string w submit-
ted by the learner, if w /∈ L, then the teacher returns
a correcting string of w with respect to L. The correc-
tion of w will be a string c in L such that d(w, c) is
minimum, where d(·, ·) is the edit distance and each
weight of the three operations is equal 1. If there is
more than one possible correction, arbitrarily one of
them will be returned. In case w ∈ L, the teacher’s
answer is “yes”.

We use the edit distance to define the class of balls
BΣ: the ball of center u ∈ Σ∗ and radius r ∈ N is
Br(u) = {w ∈ Σ∗|d(w, u) ≤ r}. The set of strings
with maximum length in the ball is denoted by Bmax.
Note that strings of Bmax are obtained from u using
only r insertions. Hence, all the letters of u appear
in these strings, with the right order. Moreover, let
Σ = {a1, . . . , an}, the words of type ar

i u are the unique
words in Bmax such that ar

i is on the left of the center.
These words will play an important role in order to
infer the ball.

3. Learning with Correction Queries

We will study the complexity of learning balls using
MQs or CQs, and we will compare the obtained re-
sults. In that way we try to prove that CQs are more
powerful than MQs.

Since the answer of a MQs is only “yes” or “no”, learn-
ing balls from only MQs requires an exponential num-
ber of queries: O(exp(|Σ|+ |u|+r)). Suppose we want
to learn a ball which contains only one word of length
n. The learner starts asking λ and then, he enumer-
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ates the words of length 1, 2, . . . , n. The answer to all
these MQs will be no, until he asks the correct string
to the teacher. Clearly, he will need an exponential
number of MQs in order to infer the ball.

This result led us to the following question: what
about learning balls from MQs but giving to the
learner one string that belongs to the ball? We present
an algorithm that requires only a polynomial num-
ber of MQs when one positive data is provided to the
learner: O(|Σ| · (|u|+ r)). The main idea of this algo-
rithm is: first, from the positive data, find a string of
Bmax by inserting symbols to the current string and
asking to the teacher whether the string obtained be-
longs to the ball or not; second, from this string of
Bmax, get ar

1u and ar
nu, which correspond to the short-

est and longest string (in alphabetic order) of Bmax,
by using swapping operations; finally, comparing these
two strings we are able to know the center and radius
of the ball.

Therefore, taking into account these two results, we
try to learn balls using only CQs and see the difference
with respect to learning from MQs.

Note that the same algorithm used for learning balls
from “MQs and one positive data” could be also ap-
plied to learn balls from only CQs, but in this case, we
would be able to get one element of the ball by asking
for λ (we would obtain one of the shortest strings of
the ball). The problem of this approach is that the re-
mainder of the algorithm do not take into account the
corrections received and only MQs would be enough.

Since we are interested in the properties of CQs, we
present another algorithm which takes into account
the corrections received during the process. In that
way we can also see if correction queries truly enable
us to learn balls in a more efficient way. Such learn-
ing algorithm consists of: first, find strings with the
maximum number of each letter of the alphabet and
then, thanks to this information, obtain one string of
Bmax; second, from the last string, look for one string
of the form ar

i u using swapping operations. For the
first step, only a logarithmic number of CQs is required
(O(|Σ| + log(|u| + r))); in that moment, we can know
the radius and we can have also information about the
center. However, for the last step, a linear number
of queries is required in order to identify the center
(O(|Σ|+ |u|+r)), which increases the total complexity
of the algorithm.

Comparing this result with the previous ones, we can
see that there is a significant difference between learn-
ing balls from MQs or CQs only. However, when one
positive data is available to the learner this difference

is not so big from a theoretical stand point. That is
why it would be interesting to learn balls using a log-
arithmic number of CQs.

Then, this leads us to the following question: can we
get better results using another kind of correction? In
order to answer this question, we introduce here an-
other kind of correction based on weighted edit dis-
tance, which assigns different cost to the three basic
operations. In that way, we base our corrections as-
suming the following weights: substitution = 1 − ε,
insertion = 1, deletion = 1.

Using this kind of correction we obtain a curious result.
If |Σ| = 2, it is still required a linear number of CQs
(we could not avoid swapping operations in order to
get the center). Though, if |Σ| 6= 2 we need only a
logarithmic number of CQs: O(|Σ| + log(|u| + r)).

4. Conclusions and Further Work

The results obtained show that CQs are more power-
ful than MQs. Although in some cases the difference
between learning balls from CQs and MQs is not clear
(using the standard edit distance), in other cases the
difference is significant (using the weighted edit dis-
tance and |Σ| 6= 2).

As a future work, we will try to learn balls using a
logarithmic number of CQs in the case |Σ| = 2, and
using also the standard edit distance. In order to do
that, we have to solve the problem of finding the center
of the ball without using swapping operations (this is
what increases the complexity of our algorithm). We
would also like to do some experiments in order to
see the difference about the number of queries used in
practice.
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